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Abstract—Despite the advancement in software build tools such as Maven and Gradle, human involvement is still often required in software building. To enable large-scale advanced program analysis and data mining of software artifacts, software engineering researchers need to have a large corpus of built software, so automatic software building becomes essential to improve research productivity. In this paper, we present a feasibility study on automatic software building. Particularly, we first put state-of-the-art build automation tools (Ant, Maven and Gradle) to the test by automatically executing their respective default build commands on top 200 Java projects from GitHub. Next, we focus on the 86 projects that failed this initial automated build attempt, manually examining and determining correct build sequences to build each of these projects. We present a detailed build failure taxonomy from these build results and show that at least 57% build failures can be automatically resolved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, open software repositories such as GitHub [17], Sourceforge [9] and Google Code [3] are gaining popularity: the number of publicly available repositories have increased tremendously, as software developers are starting to exploit the power of communal open-source development, from small-scale pet projects, to large-scale industrial strength applications (e.g., Android). The availability of open software repositories have presented the software engineering and research communities with a unique opportunity: we now have access to a large corpus of source code from a wide range of software applications that collectively contain immensely rich data. Even at the time of writing this paper, a large number of software engineering techniques have been developed to analyze and mine data (e.g., code, version history, bug reports) from public software repositories [21] [34] [42]. While metadata of such projects are important, the most significant amount of data is hidden in the syntax and semantics of the code base. Hence, it is often necessary to apply program analysis [39] [43] techniques to these repositories. To do so at a large-scale, it is important that we develop techniques to automate every step of the analysis pipeline, reducing or even eliminating the need for human intervention.

Automating this analysis pipeline is very challenging in general. Best practices dictate that open software repositories store and maintain only source code of software projects, with consensus that outputs (e.g., bytecode and binaries) are expected to be built in the local development environments. While some program analysis techniques (e.g., PPA [18]) can be applied to just the source code of the repositories, many useful analysis techniques (e.g., points-to analysis [28], call-graph generation [30], string analysis [29]) depend on either the resolution of dependencies, types, and bindings to extract dependable information, or the build artifacts (byte-code, program traces) as input of the analysis. Furthermore, many well-maintained frameworks (e.g., Soot [25], Wala [6], and LLVM [27]) require built software or a successful build process, and a large number of program analysis techniques are based on these frameworks. Thus, automatic building of project repositories is without doubt, a crucial part of this analysis pipeline.

Yet, in spite of the availability of powerful build automation and integration tools like Ant, Maven and Gradle, the task of building public software repositories is often not entirely an automated endeavor in practice. In this paper, we perform a feasibility study on automatically building software projects downloaded from open software repositories. Specifically, we downloaded the most popular 200 Java projects (by number of stars) from GitHub [17], and applied to each project the default execution command of three popular state-of-the-art Java building tools: Maven [33], Ant [40] and Gradle [24]. We chose GitHub as the source of projects because it is most popular hosting website for open source projects, and it provides a standard interface for meta-data and source code downloading. At GitHub, project users can give stars to a project to show their endorsement, and the number of stars, to a large extent, reflect the size of a project’s user group and its popularity among users.

For each project with build failures, we manually examined and uncovered the root causes of the build failures, and manually implemented the fixes to the build scripts where possible. Following this, we categorized all the root causes of failures, and studied whether and how each failure category can be automatically identified and fixed. Our study focuses on Java projects, particularly because it is a mature and widely adopted platform-independent programming language. We also focus on extracting builds from build configuration tools: Ant, Maven and Gradle as they are the three most popular build tools and cover most of open-source Java projects as identified in TravisTorrent [16] data set.

We wish also to emphasize that since detailed build instructions are not always available in open source projects (as shown in our study result in Table II), most users of these
top Java projects and other similar projects in GitHub will typically resort to using default build commands, as we did, in the attempt to build these popular projects. Hence, it is very likely that they will face exactly the same build failures that we have curated here. Therefore, our study is not only useful for automatic software building tools and software engineering researches, but also helpful for project developers and build-tool designers to refine their work and reduce build failures faced by software users.

From our study, we have the following five major findings.

- Gradle and Maven are the two dominating building tools for top Java projects. They are used in 174 of top 200 Java projects.
- 99 of 200 top Java projects cannot be built successfully with default build commands, among which 2 do not have source code, 11 are not using Maven, Ant or Gradle as their building tools, and the remaining 86 projects have various build failures.
- In our hierarchical taxonomy on the root causes of 91 detected build failures (from 86 projects), the leading categories are backward-incompatibility of JDK and building tools, non-default parameters in build commands, and project defects in code / configuration files, which accounts of 19, 33, and 14 build failures, respectively.
- Among 91 build failures, 12 have information in the project’s readme file that guides their resolution, and 27 have information in the build failure log that guides the identification of their root causes.
- Among 91 build failures, at least 52 can be automatically resolved by extracting/predicting correct build commands from readme files, exhaustive trial of JDK/build-tool versions, and generation of dummy files.

II. Study Design

A. Research Questions

In our feasibility study, we expect to answer the following research questions.

- **RQ1**: What proportion of top Java projects can be successfully built with default build commands of popular build tools?
- **RQ2**: What are the major root causes of the observed build failures?
- **RQ3**: How easily can root causes of build failures be identified from readme files and build failure logs?
- **RQ4**: What proportion of build failures can be (or have the potential to be) automatically resolved?

B. Study Setup

To perform our study, we downloaded top 200 Java projects from GitHub ranked by the number of stars. We used popularity as project selection criteria since popular projects are more likely to be selected for large-scale software analysis and studies. The downloading was performed as cloning the latest commit as of Aug 30, 2016. Building of software projects not only depends on build commands, but also depends on the build environment (e.g., Java Compiler, build tools). Our build environment includes Ubuntu 14.10, Java SDK 1.8.0_65, Android SDK 24.4.1, Maven 3.3.9, Gradle 3.1, and Ant 1.9.3. We also set environment variables for Java, Android, Ant, Maven and Gradle runtime environments according to their installation guides. When investigating the build failures, we made the necessary customization to the build environment (e.g., reverting to required version of JDK or Android SDK) in order to resolve the respective build issues and achieve a successful build.

III. Study on Successfulness of Default Build Commands (RQ1)

To answer RQ1, we developed a systematic way to automatically apply the default build commands to each project and determine the outcome of the build attempt. To determine which default build command to use for each specific build tool, our study on build instructions in readme files [8] derived the most frequently used commands, and hence offering the most likelihood of success: for Maven (mvn compile), Ant (ant build), and Gradle (./gradlew and gradle build for projects with and without wrappers respectively). A straightforward way of applying build commands is to run them in the root folder. However, we found that among 200 Java projects for study only 35 projects contain build configuration file directly in the root directory. Therefore, we use the following systematic strategy to determine in which folder we apply the default build commands. We first identify a set of folders $F$ that directly contain a build configuration file (i.e., pom.xml for Maven, build.xml for Ant, build.gradle or gradlew.bat for Gradle.). If a folder $f$ in $F$ is not directly (or transitively) contained by any other folders in $F$, we choose $f$ as the folder to apply build commands. If there are multiple folders satisfying this condition, which indicates that multiple sub-projects may be built independently, we choose the folder that transitively contains most Java source files to apply build commands. In case multiple build files present in the folder, we use the file corresponding to the newer building system, as the other files are more likely to be legacy files for maintenance and in many cases older build systems are outdated to build the project. Specifically, Gradle has priority over Maven and Maven has priority oven Ant. Finally, we determine a build to be successful if both two conditions are hold: 1) the exit code of the build process is 0 and 2) no build failure messages are in the build log.

The results of applying default build commands to top 200 projects are presented in Table I. From the table, we have the following observations. First, Maven and Gradle are the dominating build tools used in top Java projects from GitHub. They collectively encompass more than 85% of the projects, hence for automatic software building tools, it is reasonable to focus on only these popular tools. This is also the reason we focus on the build failures of popular build tools in our study. Second, 86 (46%) of 187 projects using Maven, Ant and Gradle build tools failed in the building process. This low successful-build rate essentially shows the necessity of more advanced features for state-of-the-art build automation.
tools. Interestingly, since the top projects are typically well maintained, we can naturally expect build rates to decline in a sample of more average projects in GitHub. Third, Maven has a higher build successful rate than Gradle. While they share similar design ideas, we suspect that Gradle fails in more projects because it allows more customization, and is widely used in Android projects which are more complicated than normal Java projects due to configuration description for Android SDK, NDK and device information. Figure 2 partly verified our guess. Finally, we found 13 projects in our top 200 samples containing no Ant, Maven or Gradle build scripts. Of these, 2 projects have no source code, suggesting that some form of filtering is necessary when processing projects from open software repositories. The other 11 projects contain customized build scripts written by the developers. While it is still possible to analyze and automatically build these projects, the lack of standardization and variety of building mechanisms are likely to pose significant challenges.

IV. A TAXONOMY OF ROOT CAUSES OF BUILD FAILURES (RQ2)

To answer RQ2, we categorized all the build failures from the 86 projects that failed to be built with default build commands. To clearly confirm the root cause of the build failures, we manually examined and resolved the respective build issues, until we successfully built the project. During this iterative process, we discovered 5 more build failures that were not identified during the builds with default build commands. They are reported after we fixed the first-seen build failures. The reason is that, build tools (actually also compilers) typically stop when they face a fatal error. To make sure we are not biased to the first-seen build failures (which are typically in the earlier stage of building process), we include these 5 build failures into our categorization study.

Our taxonomy generated by the agreement of the first author and the fourth author on build failures by their root causes are presented in Figure 1. In the figure, each colored block represents a category (or sub-category), and the blocks’ widths indicate the number of build failures in the category. Finally, higher level categories are linked to their direct sub-categories with elbow lines. We classify the build failures to 3 general categories: environment issues, process issues, and project issues. We will detail these categories and their subcategories in the following subsections.

A. Environment Issues

Environment issues are build failures caused by the change of building environment. They happen when a necessary component in the local system or a remote server becomes unavailable. 31 of the 91 build failures we found are environment issues, and they fall into 3 sub-categories: platform version issues, removed dependency, and requirement of external tools.

Platform Version Issues: This is the largest sub-category of environment issues with 19 of 31 issues fall into it. A platform version issue happens when the successful building of the project relies on a specific historical version of build tools or SDK. Interestingly, though many of these projects exhibited recent code changes, their respective developers have chosen to use older SDK or Build Tools. The reason can be either some dependencies on a specific SDK or build tool version, or developers did not feel that the upgrade was needed (or worth his/her time). An example of platform version issue is shown as BuildLogExample 1. In this example and all following examples, we put the project name (repository name / project name) and commit number at the right corner of the example title. In this example, elasticSearch uses a Gradle feature that became unavailable after version 2.14, so the project can only be built with Gradle 2.13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BuildLogExample 1 Platform Version Issue 1 (elasticSearch/elasticSearch: 42a7a35)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A problem occurred evaluating root project `buildSrc`.  
  > Gradle 2.13 is required to build elasticSearch |

Actually, Build failure logs do not always reveal the root cause of the failures. For example, Example 2 is another build failure example from Facebook Rebound, which shows an error when running Java in the `rebound-android-example:preDexDebug` task of gradle script, but it is very difficult to tell that this error is due to a backward incompatibility of Java 8.

We further studied which build tool or SDK are causing platform version issues. Among the 19 environment issues, 9 requires Java 7 SDK, so we need to downgrade Java from 8 to 7 to solve them; 6 require older Maven versions; 2 require older Gradle versions; and 2 require older Android SDK versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BuildLogExample 2 Platform Version Issue 2 (facebook/rebound: 501799)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| * What went wrong:  
  Execution fail for task ':rebound-android-example:preDexDebug'.  
  > com.android.ide.common.process.  
  ProcessException: org.gradle.process.  
  internal.ExecException: Process ‘command ’/usr/local/java/jdk1.8.0_65/bin/java’’  
  finished with non-zero exit value 1 |

Removed Dependency: In Maven and Gradle, dependency Jar files are stored at central repository or developer-specified dependency repositories. Central repositories manage archive
Build Failures: 91
Environment Issues: 31
Process Issues: 46
Project Issues: 14
Platform Version: 19
Java: 9

Files to store old versions of Jar files, but in many cases, such archives can be removed from the repository. This removal will unfortunately break the build scripts of any projects relying on them. 9 out of total 10 issues on the removal of dependencies are caused by a certain Jar file being removed from the maven central repository. In Example 3, com.android.tools.build/gradle 2.0.0-alpha1 no longer exist in the central repository of Maven (perhaps been replaced with a more stable version because the version 2.0.0 does exist).

### BuildLogExample 3 Removal of Dependency
(Valantis/Phoenix: 188f2ec)

Searched in the following locations:  
https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/com/android/tools/build/gradle/2.0.0-alpha1/gradle-2.0.0-alpha1.pom  
https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/com/android/tools/build/gradle/2.0.0-alpha1/gradle-2.0.0-alpha1.jar`

Actually, this type of build failures mostly happens on software projects that are inactive for some time. Among the 10 projects failed with removal of dependency, 7 projects have been inactive for at least 2 years, and 2 have been inactive for at least 6 months by the time we clone the code. The remaining 1 (ACRA/acra) was active, and other versions of the project do build, so we suspect the build failure may be due to a short-term mismatch between configuration file and server status, which gets fixed soon. Although the 9 projects are no longer active, they are still popular among users and users have to find the missing dependency files on the network to build these projects.

### B. Process Issues

**Process Issues** are build failures caused by the requirement of additional steps in the building process. To build these projects, we need to either run a command different from the default build command, or some additional parameters, command executions, or settings are required. 46 of the 91 build failures we found are process issues, and they fall into 2 sub-categories as follows.

**Non-default Build Command:** This sub-category accounts for 33 of the 46 process issues. These build failures happen because the default build command is not the correct build command required to build the project. In Example 5, we get an error:

### BuildLogExample 5 Non-default build command
(roboguice/roboguice: d96250c)

>`Execution failed for task ':installers:agentPackageDeb'.  
> A problem occurred starting process ‘command ‘fpm’`
Fig. 2. Non-Default Build Commands Distribution

All 3 build tools we consider define a special type of parameter that specify the type and phase of building to perform (e.g., whether just clean the project, whether perform unit testing, whether build a release or debug version of an Android apk). These parameters are called “Targets” in Ant, “Lifecycle Commands” in Maven, and “Tasks” in Gradle. In the rest of the paper, we refer to such parameters as “targets”, and other parameters as “options”. Since the default build command (with default target) does not work, the actual command required can be either a command with a different target or with additional options. In our study, we found 27 build failures for the former case, and 6 build failures for the latter case. The distribution of these build failures in different build tools are presented in Figure 2. The figure shows that Gradle has more failures due to different targets. The reason may be that customized targets [4] (called tasks in Gradle) are used more widely in Gradle.

Require File Setup: This sub-category of 13 build failures are due to the requirement of user generated files during the build process. The two types of required files we found are local property files, in which the user should configure some options or properties such as path to SDK home, and Android keystore files, which the user should generate and sign. Example 6 shows a build failure due to the requirement of a keystore file. It should be noted that, although the user is expected to generate and sign a key with Java keytool, simply copying the default debugging key from Android SDK does not affect the correct building and execution of the project.

C. Project Issues

Project issues are build failures caused by defects in the project itself. These defects can either be code defects that prevent the software from being compiled anyway, or generalization defects that prevent the software from being built on another machine. There are 14 build failures falling into this category, and we classify them into 4 sub-categories: version conflicts in configuration files, compilation errors, hard-coded paths, and incomplete upload.

V. IDENTIFYING ROOT CAUSES OF BUILD FAILURES (RQ3)

To answer question RQ3, we measure for how many build failures the root causes are explicitly mentioned in the build failure logs. For build-failure identification, we used regular-expression based parser and for failure analysis we performed manual analysis on build failures. We also check whether there are build instructions in the readme files / Wiki pages.
of the project [22], and whether following the instructions will avoid the build failure. Specifically, we check whether a keyword (e.g. a platform version for platform-version issues) or a special object (e.g., version number) is mentioned in the build logs or readme files / Wiki pages. For example, Example 1 is considered as being revealed in the build log, while Example 2 is not.

Table II shows the proportion of build failures whose root causes can be identified from readme files, and build logs, respectively. In the table, Line 4 shows the size of the union of build failures in Line 2 and 3, and Line 5 shows the total number of build failures in the category for reference. Columns 2-10 presents the results for each category of build failures. Here we use the level 3 categories as they better reflect the property of the root cause, while level 4 categories are finer-grained and specific to build-tools or file types. Due to space limit, we use some abbreviations in the column names, but the categories in the table are in the exact same order as they are shown in Figure 1.

From the table, we made the following observations: First, root causes of build failures are generally difficult to find. Among 91 build failures, only 39 have their root cause or solution (e.g., the correct build command for projects using non-default commands) mentioned in the project readme files or build failure logs. Second, for several build-failure categories, it is easier to find the root cause or solutions from build log or readme files. Specifically, 11 of 13 build failures in the Require-File-Setup category have the root cause explicitly shown in the build log. The reason is that, when the required file does not exist, the build tools will always report file not found error and report the path where the required file should be placed. Also, for 10 of 33 build failures in Non-Default-Command category, the correct build command is mentioned in readme files. Although the proportion is not high, it shows the possibility of extracting the correct build command from readme files.

It should be noted that, identification of the root cause of a build failure can largely benefit the automatic software building process. However, automatic software building is still possible without knowing the root cause of the build failure. Due to the limited types and concentrated distribution of build failures as shown in Figure 1, it is always possible to try solutions for different root causes until build success or solutions / resources have been exhausted. For example, the automatic building tool may always try different build command targets, and recent versions of built tools / platforms to resolve build failures. Also, the vague relations between build logs and root causes, although hard to understand, may be caught by data mining techniques. Recommended root causes from build logs can save much time for automatic building tools by reducing solutions.

VI. AUTOMATIC RESOLUTION OF BUILD FAILURES (RQ4)

To answer question RQ4, for each category of build failures, we study whether they can be automatically resolved with heuristics. Specifically, we performed 3 studies to show the feasibility of automatic resolution for 3 major categories of build failures: Non-Default Command, Platform Version Issues, and Require File Setup. For the 65 build failures from these 3 categories, we are able to build 53 of them automatically which are cross validated with manual build.

A. Build Command Extraction and Prediction

To resolve the build failures caused by non-default build commands, we need to find the correct build command to execute. Table II shows that about 1/3 of projects have their correct build command in readme files / Wiki pages, which leads us to check the possibility of extracting commands directly from them.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) [15] is a well-known task to identify a specific type of entities such as people’s name, location from natural language texts. It is supported by several popular NLP tool sets such as OpenNLP [14] and Stanford NLP [31]. Build commands in readme files / Wiki pages can also be viewed as a type of entities, and in a previous work [22], we proposed a technique to extract build commands from readme files and Wiki pages, and constructed a training set of readme files / Wiki pages with labeled build commands from 857 of top 1,500 GitHub Java projects which contains such build commands in readme files / Wiki pages. In our study, we apply this technique to the studied 200 projects. Note that, to avoid bias, we excluded all the studied 200 projects from the original training set.

The result of applying NER is presented in Table III. The table shows that we are able to automatically build 5 projects whose correct build command is in readme files / Wiki pages, which is half of the projects having correct build command available. Example 11 shows an example of resolved build failure and the readme files containing the correct build command. Our NER based command extraction...
tool can extract proper command “mvn clean install” and build the project successfully.

For the projects whose correct build commands are not in the readme file / Wiki pages, we found that most of them use a non-default target but do not need additional options. For Ant, Maven and Gradle if we executed command “ant”, “mvn” and “gradle –tasks” respectively, we can obtain the list of all available build targets in the project. But we still need to choose the correct target to use if we do not want to try them exhaustively. Based on our large training set from 857 projects with manually labeled build commands, we are able to find which target is more like the correct building target by calculating the similarity between the target name and all the extracted commands in our training set under the same build tool. Note that this technique is very simple and just taking into consideration the target name, but with the top target we fetch, we are able to successfully build 21 of 24 projects that fails due to using non-default target and not solved with NER. The detailed result is also shown in Table III.

BuildLogExample 12 Failure resolved with NER (Han-nahMitt/HomeMirror: 71c860)

ERROR - Crashlytics Developer Tools error.
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException:
Crashlytics found an invalid API key: null.
Check the Crashlytics plugin to make sure that the application has been added successfully!
Contact support@fabric.io for assistance.
at com.crashlytics.tools.android.
DeveloperTools.processApiKey(
DeveloperTools.java:375)

B. Version Reverting

Executing build command with parameter estimation in many cases failed due to incompatible SDK and build tools(e.g. Maven, Gradle) versions. To handle such issues, a straightforward way is to revert the versions of SDK and build tools. To study the cost of doing so, we implemented a tool to automatically perform the version reverting, and try to find out how many versions we need to try before finding the correct version. Table IV presents the result of this study, in which rows 2-5 shows the number of projects whose build failures are resolved within a certain type of version reverting, and rows 6-7 shows the average and maximal reverted versions for resolving build failures. The result shows that all 19 failures can be resolved within 10 version reverting, and the average reverting required is 3.8.

However, since it is not always easy to find out which build tool or SDK has version issues, so the automatic building tool may need to try them one by one, and a sum of Java, Maven, and Android trials will bring the worst case to 15 trials.

C. Dummy File Generation

For build failures in the category of Require-Data-Setup, it is easy to find their root cause (typically shown in the build failure log). Therefore, we can always try to generate a dummy local file as a place holder. Also, in many projects, a sample local file (e.g., local.property.example) is provided, and users can refer to it for what to be put into the local file. In our study, we find that, simply generating an empty local file will resolve 7 of the 13 build failures, and renaming the sample local file (the file whose name is closest to the required file) back will resolve 1 additional build failures.

D. Other Types of Failures

The other types of failures may not have general and straightforward resolution. Removed Dependency and Config Version Conflict are two other large sub-categories with 19 build failures in total. Removed Dependency failures can be

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Readme</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Log</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Either</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is feasible. Our study shows that, among the 86 projects with build failures, 26 projects can be built successfully with relatively simple heuristics. For instance, reverting platform to all possible versions, and generating a dummy property file. Furthermore, 26 additional projects can be built successfully by the NER technique and mining commands from a large set of readme files. The 7 projects with unmatched gradle wrappers and missing dependency Jar files also have the potential to be automatically built by fixing the mismatches between gradle wrapper and gradle scripts, and searching and downloading the missing Jar files from other servers (e.g., Java2S [7]). These numbers show that, more than 75% of the projects with build failures can be automatically resolved with simple rules or some advanced techniques, so a tool combining default command execution and the resolution techniques above may achieve an overall build successful rate of 80%. A tool that systematically binds together these heuristics to fix build scripts and strategies to iteratively try build alternatives, would not only reduce the manually effort of software engineering researchers, as well as enlarge the amount of build data that they can extract from open repositories.

The challenges. Our study has also identified several build-failure categories whose automatic resolution can be difficult. For instance, when the building process requires external tools, when a dummy local property file cannot enable successful build, or when complicated build commands are required but no instructions are available in the readme files / Wiki pages. To handle these cases, a tool needs to automatically analyze the project files structures, build configuration files, and also mine and analyze discussion threads from online forums such as StackOverflow [10]. These research tasks not only can be challenging but also of great value. Note that bringing the overall build successful rate from 80% to 90% will reduce half of the manual build effort required by researchers.

Another challenge for automatic building tools is the time and resource consumption of building each project. A successful build is possibly preceded by a large number of unsuccessful attempts. For example, the building tool may try a lot of build-tool versions to find the version that is compatible with the project. Although the build process is automated,
considering the large number of projects in open repositories, the performance can still be a major concern. Hence, it is very important that the techniques that we use must be easily scalable (i.e., large volumes of input can be handled by adding more compute strength to the cluster). Also these techniques must be highly optimized, for instance, in the manner they extract/use information from build failure logs and possibly learn from previous attempts (e.g., recognize and prune away known hopeless attempts).

C. Lessons Learned for Build-Tool Developers

Our study has shown that the backward incompatibility of build tools is one of the leading root causes of build failures. As time goes by, a project will no longer be buildable with the newest version of built tools. While backward incompatibility is often unavoidable, build tool developers should maintain and make available all previous versions of the tool, and force the build configuration file to specify the version that the project is built on. In fact, Gradle Wrapper [5] is a built-in mechanism in Gradle that automatically downloads and uses the proper gradle version. Interestingly, we found out-of-date gradle wrapper files in 7 projects, and the presence of such fault in a project often fatally derails the building process. We believe that these consistencies between the wrapper and the build script should be enforced by the build tool itself. Furthermore, a lot of projects are using non-default build commands and parameters without having any instructions in their readme files. An excellent feature that build tool developers should consider supporting is one that records the developers’ command sequences when they build the software and automatically generate some wrapping scripts that repeats their build actions.

D. Lessons Learned for Project Developers

The Version Conflicts in Configuration Files build failure category contains 9 build failures that are caused by defects in the software project itself. The 3 code compilation errors are due to incomplete commits (the code revision we downloaded is in the middle of a global change and thus cannot be built). The rest build failures are all caused by defects that prevent the software to be built on another machine, such as hard-coded paths, miss-uploaded files, and out-of-date version in wrapper files or configuration files. This calls for a testing of the project on a different machine when a change is made to configuration files / wrapper files or build dependencies. In fact, this can be forced by some code reviewing tools like Gerrit [1]. And the automatic software building tools can also serve as a testing tool to report build-related defects (such as out-of-date gradle wrappers) to project developers.

E. YML Files and Continuous Integration

For Continuous Integration (CI) [23], some projects adopt Travis CI and include a yml file in the project repository to specify build steps for CI process. In our study, we find 95 of the top 200 projects to include such yml files. Using yml files to build the project requires specific integration configurations and software support from Travis CI, so in our study we do not use yml files for automatic building.

VIII. Related Works

Study on Build Failures. On the study of building errors, Hyunmin et al. [35] carried out an empirical study to categorize build errors at Google. Their study shows that missing types and incompatibility are the most common type of build errors, which are consistent with our findings. However, they also find many semantic or syntactic errors, which are very rare in our study. This is not surprising, since their study focused on the build errors in the original environments, while our study focuses on the build errors due to environment changes. Also, since our projects are committed versions in the repository, with support of current IDEs, they are more likely to be built successfully in original environment, and have fewer code related errors. Recently, Tufano et al. [41] studied the frequency of broken (not compilable) snapshots and likely causes of broken snapshots. Sulir et al. [37] performed build failure analysis based on build log text categorization to find out frequency and reasons for build errors. McIntosh et al. [32]’s study also supports that for modern build systems build maintenance effort on external dependency is higher than than internal dependency management. Compared to these works which analyze only build logs, we performed detailed manual analysis and building to find out and confirm the root causes of the build failures. As an example, dependency issues are found to be a major reason of build failures by previous works, but we found that such dependency issues may be caused by build-plug-in version errors or a wrong build command used. So simply adding the dependency back to the project may not resolve the build failure.

Automatic Software Building. Lämmel et al. performed semi-automatic building of Ant-based Java projects (i.e., the QUAATLAS corpus [19]) in their API statistics study [26]. The thesis version [36] of the work details the software building process, which includes automatic scripts to locate Ant configuration files and to run the Ant command. However, the work uses only predefined Ant commands sets, and does not take advantage of information in readme files, so it is similar to our baseline approach but specific for Ant. On migration of build configuration files, AutoConf [2] is a GNU software that automatically generates configuration scripts based on detected features of a computer system. AutoConf detects existing features (e.g., libraries, software installed) in a build environment, and configure the software based on predefined options. Most recently, Gligoric et al. [20] proposed an approach to automate the migration of various building configuration files to CloudMake configuration files based on building execution with system-level instrumentation.

Analysis of Building Configuration Files. Analysis of build configuration file is growing as an important aspect for software engineering research such as dependency analysis for path expression, migration of build configuration file and empirical studies. On dependency analysis, Aoumeur [13] proposed a Petri-net based model to describe the dependencies
in build configuration files. Adams et al. [11] proposed a framework to extract a dependency graph for build configuration files, and provide automatic tools to keep consistency during revision. Most recently, Al-Kofahi et al. [12] proposed a fault localization approach for make files, and SYMake [38] uses a symbolic-evaluation-based technique to generate a string dependency graph for the string variables/ constants in a Makefile, automatically traces these values in maintenance tasks (e.g., renaming), and detect common errors.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Software building takes significant amount of time for software engineering researchers before analyzing projects. Developers may also need to build a list of third party tools before they can use them. This paper comes up with the first study on the build failures found in top Java projects, and whether such failures can be resolved with automatic tools. We have constructed a taxonomy for the root causes of build failures, and study the distribution of build failures in different categories. Specifically, we found 91 build failures in 86 of the 187 Java projects that use Maven, Ant, and Gradle for their building process, and we found the leading root causes of build failures are backward-incompatibility of JDK and building tools, non-default parameters in build commands, and project defects in code / configuration files. Finally, 52 of the build failures can be resolved automatically, and additional 6 build failures have the potential to be resolved automatically.
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